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Character trait list with definitions

Character traits mean! You may have to come across the term character feature, but what does it apply to? In this article we will look at exactly what the character feature is and what it is used for. We will also look at different examples as a way to gain a greater understanding of their function. What is a
character feature? A character trait is something that can describe an aspect of someones behavior. These are individual qualities that create personality for either a real-life person or a fictional character. There are both positive and negative character traits seen in any character or person, including
yourself! Often times, people might think of a character trait as the same as a personality trait, however it is not true. Both are quite different, but it's not always easy to fix. The best way to make a difference between the two is to think of a personality trait as something that is seen to an outsider like John
constantly making nasty remarks to his friends, it was clear that he was a viscous person. However, the character trait is something that is not immediately clear to someone on the outside, you will notice that these properties develop throughout the period. A good example of this is when you meet
someone new, and they come across as friendly and kind, however, as you get to know the person, it becomes clear that they are also very empathetic, but it is not immediately noticed and requires getting to know the person and understanding why they are this way. A character trait is a great way to talk
about a person who you know well and describing them to someone else. However, the character trait is also a great way to create a fictional character and is something that is often seen in works of fiction as a way to bring characters to the page of life and giving them more people to feel. Types
Character features There are different character traits and they can fall into smaller subcategories. We are now going to look at different types of character traits, as well as some examples of how they are used. You will notice in each of the examples that discuss why a person has a particular character
trait, and it shows us that we are talking about their character rather than their personality. Morals and Values Honest – Someone Who Is A True Brave – Someone Who Shows Courage for Compassion – Someone Who Understands Other People's Leader Situations – Someone Who Can Lead and
Control. Brave – someone who shows courage to the Almedi – someone who puts others first loyal – someone who has consistently supported them close to them hard-working – someone who works hard for the Independent – someone who thrives well on his selfish – someone who puts before others
responsible – someone who is able to be responsible for the task of Considerate – someone who thinks of other people's Self-Esteem – someone who believes in himself humble – someone who is meek and not a great ego Let's now take a look at some examples of how these qualities of traits could be
used to talk about a person. Susan has been through a lot of tough times, but it has made her stronger, she is a brave man. My brother always puts me in front of himself, he's such an unsusaving man. Mike always encouraged others to be their best and guided them, he was a great leader. Emotional
and physical Rich/poor – talking about the material belongings of a person Strong – someone who can handle a lot of emotional pressure in the Dark – someone with a bad personality in the Light – someone with a nice personality Beautiful – someone physically attractive who can show their character.
Dirty - someone who is disorganized. Gentle – someone who is kind and soft as a mother. Wild - someone who is lively and outgoing. Glad – someone who is very happy Busy – someone who is always busy popular – someone who is loved by many. Successful – someone who achieves a lot of Able –
someone who is capable of a Fighter – someone who gets through tough times as an Expert – someone who is adept at a certain field. Imaginative – someone who is creative. Evil – someone who is in poverty We now take a look at how we can use these words to talk about some character. Sarah has
so many friends at school and the same can be said in her adult life, she has always been a popular person. John constantly makes hurtful remarks to others as a form of fun—he's a very dark man. My sister stands out with everything she does, she is successful. Personality thoughtful – someone who
thinks of others creative – someone who has a good imagination intelligent – someone who is wisely proud – someone with pride courage – someone who is not afraid to try new and adventurous things seriously – someone, who doesn't light and takes things seriously Funny – someone who makes
others laugh Lazy – someone who avoids overexerting himself a Dreamer – someone who has ambitions, isn't always realistic for those shy – someone who is shy ambitious – someone whose goal is to reach Bossy – someone who orders others around Impulsive – someone who acts spontaneously
Let's now take a look at how we can use these character traits to talk about a person or fictional character. My mother is forever telling people what to do, she can't help, shes just a bossy person. My old English teacher never gave us an entertaining lesson, he was too much serious. Sally doesn't feel
comfortable talking to new people, she's very shy. I'm going to China next week, it's a pie from the moment of the holidays, but I've always been Way. Conclusion Nature feature is something very useful when it comes to the person and what they are like. A character trait is something that consists of
different personality traits and could be anything from emotion to morality or belief and anything along. Quite often, writers will use the character trait as a way to make unique personalities of their characters as well as bringing them to life and making them feel more like real people. Character features
Infographic Character Features Video Learn useful words to describe the character with American English pronunciation. The following list of character items is divided into positive and negative character characteristics, each included definition. On the positive side, we have values-based characteristics
such as honesty, integrity and morality; features that, I'm sure you agree, are universally good. On the negative side, we have features such as dishonesty, mistrust and mistrust; features that again I'm sure you agree to be avoided for all expenses. In this post, I'm going to dig into exactly what character
features are, as well as provide a list of positive and negative character traits in person, with definitions in each. What are character features? Character traits are the way we are beed consistently. These are our core values, beliefs and identities. Many of us possess positive and negative character traits,
with a list of character traits that it is possible for a person to be seemingly limitless. The difference between character traits and personality traitsEven while personality traits are often immediately apparent when we meet some new, special character feature a person may take some time to become clear.
This is because although our character is not defined at birth, it is something much deeper than personality and mannerisms alone quirks that can change over time. Every Friday, get completely new articles like these articles in your inbox. Subscribe for free: Similarly, character traits have no habits. In the
words of historian Doris Kearns Goodwin in her excellent biography of Abraham Lincoln, Why Is Lincoln So Great that he overshadows all other national heroes? He really wasn't a great general like Napoleon or Washington; he was not as skilled statesman as Gladstone or Frederick the Great; but his
superiority expresses himself in his peculiar moral force and greatness of his character. The character features of KidsWhether your child in second, third or fourth grade, or in high school, high school, and beyond, it is important for children and students of all ages to understand the value of living a life of
good character. In addition to having a solid morning routine, very successful people often attribute their success strength Character. Children possess such a character and have success both now and in the future, it is important that they understand the underlying characteristics under the positive
character traits, while rejecting the malice of their negative alternatives. To help with this, I have created a printable list of positive and negative character features in the PDF worksheet, which you can download for free here. If you are a school teacher you are welcome to use this class with your students.
If you're a parent or student yourself, you're of course welcome to print the list and save it as a reference. Now, read on the final character features list, with definitions for each. The positive featuresPositive character traits are any character traits of a person who, one can argue, is generally good in the
long run. Deep within us all we want to be men and women in nature. Basically or not, we want our name to go hand in hand with the features below positive character. While it may be true that in general, society does not seem to outwardly value positive character qualities as far as it is used, there is still
an infinite personal value that was developing any number below the total (and not so often) positive character traits, and the self-reliance that comes from having them. When you define how you want to act in this world, without the influence of outside forces pushing you one way or another, you can be
sure that the positive character traits you are developing will come to you over time, for all the right reasons. Here is the final list of positive character traits, along with a short definition of each: Honesty: Do what you say you're going to do when you're going to do it. Laying out all the facts. Integrity: Acting
as privately as you do publicly. Be complete and unbootable. Morality: showing moral actions, sending out moral sentiment, and believing in moral righteousness. Today and always. Loyalty: Your loyalty doesn't change. You are faithful to those you promise, your loyalty, including your spouse, your
country, your church, and even the local sports team. Generosity: Giving unconditional, while observing nothing in return. Be generous with your wealth, your love, and your time. Humility: Without feeling pride or arrogance. Lacks the ego in all its forms. Mourning for status or one upmanship.
Responsibility: the position is accountable to someone else. You can be responsible for the well-being of your spouse, your children, parents, workers and employees. Respectful: Attention. Listening when someone talks to you. Paying tribute to your elders, taking into account the feelings of others.
Tolerance: Prolonged deviation from the standard, often toward higher levels of pain. Having compassion for those with beliefs or practices that are not Same. Reliability: You can depend on being consistent in anything you do, from turning up time to finish the job you said you're going to finish.
Perseverance: There goes through thick and thin, atmospheric storm life. Moving forward despite consistent setbacks, hardships, and obstacles.Compassion: understanding of others' suffering along with a desire to alleviate what is quickly acted upon. Justice: Lacks favoritism toward one side, being
objective and allowing the result to play that all parties can agree on. Patience: Acting without complaint while experiencing long waits or monologues. Sometimes considered a negative character trait. Focus: Ability to direct your attention to one key task and stick to it in the long run. Sometimes
considered a negative character feature when taken to its extremes. Credibility: Your family and friends trust you to do what you say you are going to do. Similar to honesty, integrity, and credibility. Conscientiousness: Be careful and careful in everything you do, from building something to listen to
someone. Authenticity: It's true who you are. Not putting on a show. Similar to integrity. Optimism: Seeing the world and the events under which you are positioned favorably. Always believe and work toward a better future. Thoughtfulness: Being guided by thoughtful reasoning. Your beliefs, decisions,



and actions are made in deep introspectives. Hardworking: Believing in the value of work, and its essential quality when performed consistently. Kindheartedness: Be sympathetic to those in need. Giving the shirt off the back to anyone who asks about it. Forgiveness: Being able to stop a sense of anger
and resentment towards another person or yourself. Self-discipline: the ability to control and regulate your behavior to improve in a certain direction. Also called self-stitution. Sincerity: Displaying honest feelings directly from the heart. Similar to honesty, integrity, and credibility. Courtesy: Showing
disrespect to no one. Displaying rewards, tact, and courtesy all the time. Brave: Showing courage when you need it most. Keeping going despite the obstacles. Like perseverance. Negative Character featuresNegative character traits are any character traits of a person who, for the most part, we can all
agree, is generally bad in the long run. While we can show some less cruel qualities from time to time (cruelty itself is one of the negative character traits listed below), we should want to avoid any of the features below sucking our character at all costs. As with the list of positive character traits above, the
negative character traits below are the worst of the worst, except in a couple of cases that are highlighted. Ensure that we don'tdevelop these common (and not so common) is the key to living a happy and fulfilling life. Here is the final list of negative character traits, along with a short definition of each:
dishonesty: Being predisposed to lying, deceit, and doing the opposite of what you say you're going to do. The opposite of honesty. Distrust: Consistently showing signs of not being trusted. A less abusive version of dishonesty. Unobtrusiveness: You change your loyalty when doing so is right for you. You
can't count. The opposite of loyalty. Delusional: Giving false impressions of the target. The key phrase here is about the goal. Fake people choose to be deceptive. Immorality: Displaying immoral actions, speaking immoral sentiments, and believing in immoral justices (the end justifies the means). The
opposite of morality. Cruelty: Inflicting pain or suffering on others as you can. Cruelty is the point. Opposite kindness. Malicious: Choosing to do harm to someone because of it. Like cruelty. Revenge: Wanting to seek revenge, inflicting punishment on someone for past harm, injustice, or offense.
Selfishness: Caring for your own well-being only, or caring for your well-being above other people's well-being. Sometimes considered a positive character feature when, in the assertion of a higher cause. Greed: You continue to want more, no matter how much you have already accumulated. This desire
can be temporary or long-term. Disrespect: Not giving someone your attention. Don't listen when someone talks to you. The opposite of respect. Impatience: a start crawling way, with which you can not sit tight and wait your turn; instead, prefer a more proactive approach. At times considered a positive
character feature. The opposite of patience. Pessimism: Always waiting for the worst possible outcome. Puts people down. Don't work against a better future because you don't believe it can exist. The opposite of optimism. Unforgivable: Failure to stop a sense of anger and resentment towards another
person or yourself. The opposite of forgiveness. Pettiness: Handling cruelty on issues that are considered unimportable. Also known as small mindedness or passive aggression. Narcissism: Giant ego. You can only believe in good things about yourself by taking something negative as a false attack.
Indecency: Showing disrespect to all persons or persons you think are under you. The opposite of courtesy. Recklessness: You, without thinking about the consequences for others. Your reasoning just feels that your wish. You are not introspective. The opposite of thoughtfulness. I put together this list of
definitive character traits to make it easy for you to recognize these qualities within yourself, in others, and figure out how you should go about getting more positive qualities while losing some negatives. If you have After hearing more from me, be sure to subscribe to my free email newsletter, and if this
list of character features is useful, be sure to bookmark it, or download a printable list of positive and negative character features in the PDF so you can return to it often. ∎ Benjamin Spall is co-author of My Morning Routine (Portfolio/Penguin). He has written for outlets including the New York Times, New
York Observer, Quartz, Entrepreneur, Business Insider, CNBC, and more. Spall, B. (2019, June 15). Ultimate Character properties list. Retrieved from
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